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Abstract: Automated agricultural operations must be planned and organized to reduce risk and
failure potential while optimizing productivity and efficiency. However, the diversity of natural
outdoor environments and the varied data types and volumes required to represent an agricultural
setting comprise critical challenges for the deployment of fully automated agricultural operations. In
this regard, this study develops an integrated system for enabling an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
supported route planning system for unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) in the semi-structured
environment of orchards. The research focus is on the underpinning planning system components (i.e.,
world representation or map generation or perception and path planning). In particular, the system
comprises a digital platform that receives as input a geotagged depiction of an orchard, which is
obtained by a UAV. The pre-processed data define the agri-field’s tracks that are transformed into a
grid-based map capturing accessible areas. The grid map is then used to generate a topological path
planning solution. Subsequently, the solution is translated into a sequence of coordinates that define
the calculated optimal path for the UGV to traverse. The applicability of the developed system was
validated in routing scenarios in a walnuts’ orchard using a UGV. The contribution of the proposed
system entails noise reduction techniques for the accurate representation of a semi-deterministic
agricultural environment for enabling accuracy in the route planning of utilized automated machinery.

Keywords: automated agricultural operations; route planning; semi-deterministic agricultural envi-
ronments; unmanned vehicles; algorithmic noise reduction

1. Introduction

During the last two decades, a series of autonomous mechanized systems have been
developed for various agricultural field operations, such as seeding, spraying, weeding,
and harvesting [1,2]. For such systems’ operation, the corresponding automated agriculture-
based processes must be planned and organized in a manner that, on the one end, reduce
prominent risks while, on the other end, optimize productivity and efficiency. However,
the diversity of the natural outdoor environments and the vast amount of diversified
data types required to plan and deploy autonomous agri-field operations still comprise
significant bottlenecks. Indicatively, challenges exist even at the seemingly superficial
level of calculating an autonomous vehicle’s optimal route planning (i.e., generating a
safe path between a source and a destination point) [3]. These comprise non-deterministic
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polynomial-time (NP-hard) problems with high complexity, particularly in large-scale
agricultural areas involving many obstacles [4].

Regarding the navigation of mobile (ground) robots in semi-structured agricultural
environment or orchards, four main categories of route planning approaches are prevalent,
namely (i) graph search-based planners; (ii) sampling-based planners; (iii) interpolating
curve planners; and (iv) numerical optimization approaches [5]. Owing to the dynamic
nature of agricultural environments, scenery information is required for guiding the au-
tonomous navigation of ground vehicles and the execution of in-field automated operations.
To this end, route planning can be either: (i) deterministic (i.e., the entire path is generated,
but the world representation occurs off-line); or (ii) sensor-based (i.e., the path is generated
in real-time). However, both applications are characterized by prevalent inherent limita-
tions. First, deterministic route planning can potentially lead to a global optimum, but the
feasibility of the execution depends on the “quality” of the available a priory information [6].
Second, sensor-based route planning processes involve the time and space complexity of
data processing that requires substantial computational resources for informing the robots’
navigation (e.g., detecting obstacles for planning and executing avoidance maneuvers in
real-time) [7]. Furthermore, due to orchards’ semi-structured environment, sources of noise
in the retrieved data are also possible, distorting the received signals that could lead to
inaccuracies in the detection ability regarding orchard objects. GPS-based guidance is also
challenging as tree foliage can cause a signal outage or introduce navigation errors [8].

In the Agriculture 4.0 field, the complementary role of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) and unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) has been recognized as catalytic to opera-
tions efficiency, human safety and health, and environmental stewardship [9]. Specifically,
the authors in [9] articulated several scenarios and proposed the concept of heterogeneous
cooperation between unmanned systems in vineyards. However, research on collabora-
tive machinery for route planning is scarce, with real-world applications lacking. In this
regard, this research develops a cooperative system between UAVs and UGVs in terms
of data interfacing for route planning purposes. This concept has not been explored in
the extant literature yet. Therefore, this research attempts to tackle the following research
question: How can one enable UAV-supported route planning for UGVs in semi-deterministic
agricultural environments?

To address the enunciated research query, this study developed an integrated system
for the path planning of field robots in orchard operations. The system comprises: (i) a UAV
that maps the orchard; (ii) a farm management information system (FMIS) that generates
the UAV’s flight plan, receives, and processes the UAV-gathered data, and generates the
“initial” world representation that is transmitted to a UGV; and (iii) a UGV that receives
data from the FMIS and calculates the optimal path while avoiding obstacles in the agri-
field. The functionality of the developed digital-robotic platform was tested in navigation
scenarios investigated in a real-world walnut orchard.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the materials and
methods pertinent to this study. Section 3 briefly describes the relevant research background.
Section 4 details the developed robotic platform, the involved data processing steps, and
the systems’ integrated functionality. Section 5 demonstrates the applicability of the
proposed system by investigating different navigation scenarios. Finally, Section 6 presents
conclusions, implications, limitations, and future research avenues.

2. Materials and Methods

This research adopted the methodology by [10] to develop and apply a path generation
algorithm for a UGV in an agri-field. In particular, [10] identified the crop rows in an
agricultural wheat holding by converting the mosaic to grayscale to prevent shading. Our
study differs noticeably by transforming the retrieved crop images into the Hue Saturation
Value (HSV) color space. In addition, our study used the initial Hough Transform approach
to identify the cultivation lines. The use of the Hough Transform allows for recognizing
vegetation overlap areas in linear cultivations. From a technology perspective, the real-
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world implementation of the generated path planning algorithm in our research involved
engagement with a UGV, a UAV, and an FMIS. Specifically, a customized UAV was deployed,
which was based on the DJI Spreading Wings S1000+ Professional Octocopter equipped
with an open-source flight controller (DJI, Shenzhen, China), Pixhawk Cube (registered
trademark of Lorenz Meier), an SP80 RTK GPS (i.e., Real-Time Kinematic) (Trimble Inc.,
Sunnyvale, California), and a Sony RX100 III RGB camera (i.e., red, green, blue) (Sony,
Minato, Tokyo, Japan). The research case study concerned a walnut orchard. Considering
the agricultural digitalization landscape and following the work of [11] for efficiently
planning operations on bespoke agri-field layouts, the generated path algorithm was then
imported to the Robot Operating System (ROS), an open-source meta-framework used
for mobile robotic vehicle navigation [12]. The analysis process to enable optimized route
planning involves the following stages (Figure 1):

1. Area coverage plan generation
2. Orchard mapping
3. Orchard representation
4. Field tracks’ extraction
5. Path planning
6. System integration.
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Figure 1. Research methodology steps.

3. Research Background

A limited number of studies exist in the extant literature that has technically inves-
tigated path planning based on imagery data. Indicatively, the authors [13] investigated
the generation of path navigation tracks in wheat crops. The photographic material was
transformed to grayscale during image processing, and a filter was applied to isolate the
areas containing shades of green. The discrete areas of interest (e.g., paths, cultivation lines)
were then separated, and the Hough linear transform was applied.

Alternatively, methods exist to recognize trees from aerial photographs. Indicatively,
the authors of [14] tested a method that utilizes the AdaBoost algorithm to classify aerial
photographs [15]. In addition, the authors of [16] examined tree identification by employing
the method of [17] to transform RGB photography on a grayscale by distinguishing areas
of interest (i.e., cultivation lines). The points (i.e., pixels) within the cultivation lines were
defined as a positive class and the remaining points as a negative class.

Following the findings of [18], the exploitation of point cloud data potentially offers
satisfactory results. The differentiation of the altitude variations in an orchard in tandem
with the object-based image analysis algorithm [19] produced satisfactory results in trees’
identification from aerial imagery.

Beyond the scope of autonomous vehicles but within the pathfinding field, the authors
of [20] presented a solution for finding a walking path in nuclear facilities to minimize
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the radioactive exposure time of workers. This developed implementation considered
conflict detection and radiation measurement in humans. Furthermore, the authors of [21]
implemented a generalized pathfinding algorithm for multiple robotic vehicles in planar
environments. The implementation of the algorithms A*, particle swarm optimization, and
probabilistic roadmap method (PRM) generated multi-vehicle tracks and near-optimal four-
robot path planning solutions. Additionally, the authors of [22] implemented a pathfinding
method for robots in 3D space. In particular, the study considered a robotic arm working
as a sewing machine, and the generated optimal path led to an accelerated sewing process.
In the work of [23], reinforcing learning was combined with pathfinding. The combination
of reinforcing learning with pathfinding allowed self-learning of the algorithm to produce
a movement path of an autonomous mobile robot within completely unknown areas.
Noteworthy, the authors of [24] proposed a novel way to avoid obstacles in path planning
problems. The proposed approach creates a virtual frame around the mobile robot that
extends to prevent collisions. Moreover, the authors of [25] presented a pathfinding
algorithm in dynamically changing vehicle traffic networks. The particularity of the
implementation was that the pathfinding process focused on the reduction of bursts and
fuel consumption of the vehicle and not on the length of the path.

4. System Description

The architecture of the developed real-world system for UGV route planning in semi-
deterministic agricultural environments supported by a UAV comprises three sub-systems,
namely: (i) FMIS; (ii) UAV; and (iii) UGV. Figure 2 represents the suggested system’s
architecture while indicating its structural components. The FMIS acts as the integration
platform that allows communications and analytics, whereas the combinatory application
of a UAV and a UGV leads to minimized distance and time required by the UGV to map
the orchard area.
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4.1. Area Coverage Plan Generation

The implemented FMIS (Figure 3) was the commercial FMIS farmB (i.e., farmB Digital
Agriculture P.C., version 3.28.0, Greece). The backend and frontend infrastructures were
provided by farmB for the various developments of the project needs. The FMIS facilitated
the communication between the two agricultural vehicles (i.e., UAV and UGV) through ap-
plication programming interface (API) communications. For the generation of a flight path
for the UAV, a range of parameters were imported to the FMIS, including: (i) front and side
overlap; (ii) altitude/ground resolution; (iii) coverage flight direction; (iv) requirement for
peripheral coverage; (v) type of turns; and (vi) sequence type of flight lines. Following the
parameters’ specification, the automated areal coverage plan was generated by importing
the agricultural area of interest to the FMIS. Then, the FMIS generated the coverage mission
plan and transmitted it to the ROS-enabled UAV via the transmission interface plugged
into the computer that acted as the ground station for the UAV flight. A ROS-enabled UAV
requires a Linux-running computer to implement the essential ground station functions
such as flight software (QGroundControl, Dronecode Project, Inc., a Linux Foundation
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Collaborative Project, version 4.1.1) and micro air vehicle link (MAVLink) protocols. In
addition, the proposed system implements ROS executables to achieve communication
between the UAV and the ground station computer.
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Figure 3. The FMIS digital platform interface for the generation of the UAV area coverage plans:
(a) UGV’s track’s direction parallel to the longest side of the orchard; (b) UGV’s path orientation
vertical to the longest side of the orchard.

Regarding the FMIS, Figure 3 depicts different route planning simulations. Specifically,
Figure 3a considers the longest side of the agri-field for the orientation of the actual path
that the UGV will traverse (path depicted in white color). In this case, the track’s direction
was horizontal, i.e., parallel to the longest side of the orchard. On the other end, Figure 3b
considers the shortest side of the agri-field for the UGV’s path. In this case, the orientation
of the routing path was vertical to the longest side of the orchard. The path in red color
denotes the area that the UGV will traverse while entering/exiting the agri-field.

4.2. Orchard Mapping

The coverage mission plan guides the flight of the UAV over the indicated agri-field
area. The utilized UAV, equipped with an RGB camera, captures geo-located images via an
RTK GPS. At the end of the flight operations, the collected data were transmitted to the
FMIS to generate the selected agri-field’s orthomosaic.

An optimized breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm was applied to classify the gener-
ated orthomosaic to extract the tracks that inform the automated navigation of the UGV
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in the orchard. Specifically, the resulting data were saved to the server of the FMIS. At
the same time, a dedicated representational state transfer (REST) API was implemented to
communicate the data to the UGV’s integrated computer and convert the metric map to a
topological map to improve the path planning process (i.e., no use of GPS coordinates or
pixels). Based on the FMIS imported parameters (Section 4.1), the number of the gathered
images from the selected semi-deterministic agricultural field was 354.

The node distance in the grid of the topological map did not affect the path planning
process of the ground vehicle in orchard rows. The optimal path criteria depend on the
steps to be executed on the topological grid. The grid’s nodes were equally weighted, while
the grid rows were always three: top, medium, and bottom. The generated topological
map correlated with the GPS coordinates of the metric map, thus creating a valid and robot-
recognizable path. To this effect, the ground vehicle can navigate across unexplored terrains
quickly. Any present obstacles in the created path were evaded using a corresponding
real-time obstacle-avoidance module.

4.3. Orchard Representation

Orchard mapping was conducted via the UAV, which captured images of the trees
in the orchard. To analyze the gathered imagery data, a series of processing steps were
conducted to represent the orchard for informing the effective navigation of the ground
vehicle, including: (i) image processing; (ii) trees’ identification; and (iii) trees’ clustering.

4.3.1. Image Processing

Agricultural fields are governed by dynamically changing environmental conditions
and the emergence of non-cultivated vegetation (e.g., weeds). The latter phenomenon
results in noisy imagery data, mainly due to a lack of orchard care. Therefore, to tackle this
challenge, a three-step analysis was implemented involving.

• A mosaic transformation process to eliminate the noise by using a color space transformation.
• A mask based on the green scale in the HSV color space to isolate the trees in the

agricultural field.
• A transformation of the masked areas in grayscale.

First, the input images were selected based on the color diversity from two months (i.e.,
August (Figure 4a(i)) and November (Figure 4b(i)) to choose the color space that generates
better results. The color transformations in the HSV, Luminance, Croma:Blue, Chrome:Red
(YCbCr), and L*a*b* color spaces are illustrated in Figure 4a(ii–iv),b(ii–iv), respectively.
The assigned color codes helped easily perceive the shading effect and the vegetation
areas. Notably, the HSV transformation provided more accurate results than the other
transformations (i.e., YCbCr and L*a*b*). For clarification purposes, L*a*b* is a color space
defined by the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE); L* indicates lightness, a* is
the red/green coordinate, and b* is the yellow/blue coordinate in the color space.

Second, the appropriate color range was selected. The transformation of the orchard
into the HSV color space was dominated by two colors (i.e., green and blue). The orchard
trees were depicted in green color, while the areas of low interest (i.e., the rest of the agri-
field) were displayed in blue color. The areas of high interest were isolated from the rest of
the orchard (Figure 5a(i),b(i)). This procedure was performed on a function that receives
an RGB image as input, converts the image to HSV, and isolates the areas of interest. The
final steps of the image processing include: (i) noise removal (Figure 5a(ii),b(ii)); and (ii)
transformation of the mosaic into a grayscale (Figure 5a(iii),b(iii)). Figure 5c presents the
mosaic of the agricultural field used in this study following the image processing.
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Figure 5. Image processing phases: isolated areas of interest [a(i),b(i)]; noise removal [a(ii),b(ii)];
grayscale transformation [a(iii),b(iii)]; and agri-field mosaic following the image processing [(c)].

4.3.2. Trees’ Identification

The identification of the trees in the orchard was based on the circular Hough trans-
form (CHT). For allowing UGVs’ maneuvers and avoiding collisions, the various radii of
the conceivable circles around each orchard tree were considered based on an implementa-
tion of the CHT transformation, following established evidence in extant studies [26–30].
Specifically, an iterative method was used to determine all of the possible orchard objects’
radii values. An iteration loop was set with an upper limit equal to the mosaics’ hypotenuse.
A mosaics’ hypotenuse is the distance between the two opposite sides of the mosaic; we
used this measure to ensure that we considered the maximum possible radius for the itera-
tive method. For each iteration, the CHT was executed to determine if a point constitutes
the center of a walnut tree. At the end of the abovementioned procedure, the recognized
points were clustered.

A function was developed to identify trees correctly in environments with increased
noise, recognizing noise in identified clusters based on their area. It was observed that the
clusters follow a normal distribution with the land area of actual trees being within the
interval [µ − σ, µ + σ], where µ is the average value of the land area and σ is the standard
deviation. In the following schematic (Figure 6), the y-axis represents the number of trees
in an area with the most variation in the canopy, and the x-axis represents the calculated
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canopy area in pixels. In this context, any areas outside the above interval were defined as
noise and were excluded.
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Figure 6. Distribution of the identified trees.

After noise removal (for August and November), the recognized trees are presented in
Figure 7. The percentage of noise was significantly higher in orchard images in Novem-
ber due to environmental conditions. The noise at the upper and lower headlands of
the orchard’s mosaic, due to the geomorphologic properties of the field, did not affect
the results.
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Figure 7. Identified trees for two distinct phases of the orchard: (a) August; and (b) November.

4.3.3. Trees’ Clustering

Considering that the analysis aimed to generate tracks within the orchard, the iden-
tified trees had to be classified based on their cultivated row. Empirically, it was decided
to arrange the cultivation lines to be parallel with the field’s lengthiest side to reduce the
number of UGV turns during path navigation.

The geomorphological peculiarities for orchard fields can affect the accuracy of the
generated tracks. Moreover, in many use cases, orchards’ cultivation lines are parallel to
each other but not with Earth’s latitude or longitude. To this end, to classify the identified
trees into distinct rows based on the orchard’s geomorphological characteristics, the coor-
dinates of identified trees were converted into a relative coordinate system parallel to the
Earth’s latitude and longitude.

4.4. Field Tracks’ Extraction

The extraction of the orchard tracks considered the recognized trees along with the
mean distance between trees at the same rows and across different cultivation lines. The
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disadvantage of this approach is the dependence on the identified trees. Therefore, two
main challenges emerged: (i) failure to identify trees within the orchard; and (ii) failure
to identify trees at the upper and lower boundaries of the orchard. In the first case, the
cost of the recognition failure was negligible due to low values. In the second case, the
cost of recognition failure was higher since the orchard paths for the UGV were reduced.
In addition, most use cases involve orchards characterized by an irregular topological
arrangement. Therefore, the areas that favor the movement of a UGV have different lengths.
This study decomposed the selected orchard into two rectangular sections of different
lengths and widths. Figure 8 depicts the identified trees (i.e., red points) and the calculated
tracks (i.e., blue points and lines). From a technical point of view, we clarify that the green
points in Figure 8 represent convex points from the route planning algorithm and do not
represent any agent/entity/point in the physical world. The green points were used for
debugging purposes to generate the tracks comprising the UGV’s route plan (i.e., blue
points and lines). We purposefully inserted the green points in Figure 8 to demonstrate the
elaborated technique and the complexity of the coding and programming efforts.
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In order to extract both the coordinates of the identified trees and the calculated track,
proper exploitation of the mosaic’s metadata was essential. In particular, two 2D arrays
were produced based on the reference matrix in which the values were correlated with
each pixel of the mosaic. The final coordinates were in the universal transverse mercator
(UTM) format.

4.5. Path Planning

The path planning was based on the method developed in [26] for the in-field path
planning task of transport units and also expanded to include inter-field route planning [27]
and implemented as well in the controlled traffic farming (CTF) [28,29] and orchards
environments [30]. A cartesian grid (x,y) was considered for UGV’s path planning based
on field orientation. The vertical y’y axis represents the orientation of the field’s lines, thus
the motion direction of the vehicles. This axis’ value space is p = {−1, 0, 1} where the top
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headline of the field is represented by the number ‘1’, the bottom headline by the number
‘−1’, and the rest points between the headlines are represented by ‘0’. The horizontal x’x
axis is indexed, A = {1, 2, 3, . . . , i}, representing the field’s working line (Figure 9). Each
working line in the field can be represented as a sequence of line segments or Ni points,
forming Zi

j with i, j, where i ∈ A and i, j ∈ {1, Ni}. This sequence of line segments can

be represented as a vector {(Zi
1x , Zi

1y ), (Zi
2x , Zi

2y ), . . . , (Zi
Nix , Zi

Niy )}, where Zi
jx and Zi

jy

indicate the x′ and y′ coordinates of the Zi
j point.
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Figure 9. Path planning of UGV tracks in the orchard: (a) green lines indicate the field’s headlines
and orange lines indicate the intermediate points between headlines; and (b) topological grid.

The agri-field was represented as a topological grid with nodes. Each node denoted
the following states: (i) reserved point/obstacle; (ii) free/accessible point; (iii) starting point
of a track; and (iv) ending point of a track. Each node was associated with four movements
within the space: Up, Down, Right, Left. Also, there was a direct connection for every
adjacent node to which traffic was allowed (Figure 10). The algorithm’s required input data
was the number of cultivation lines to calculate the shortest path in a grid that connects the
starting to the ending node. In the case where more than one path is found, the distance of
each path was calculated, and the path with the lowest cost was ultimately selected.
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In this study, the BFS algorithm was used. The algorithm started at the tree root and
explored all neighboring nodes at the current depth level before moving on to the next
depth level. The BSF applies the opposite approach to depth first search, which explores
the highest-depth nodes before exploring the nearest nodes. Provided that the produced
grid consists of three rows (i.e., top, middle, bottom), the BFS produces a topological-based
path by comparing and rejecting all possible alternative paths.

After that, the generated path was converted to an actual GPS path correlating the
nodes of the graph with the actual coordinates extracted from the UAV’s captured data,
while a keyhole markup language (KML) file was produced to enable interoperability with
other platforms (Figure 11a). The KML is a file format used to display geographic data in an
Earth browser [31]. The input data consisted of UTM coordinates that form the crop lines
and the corresponding pixels of the coordinates on the images. The object class included
the necessary techniques responsible for data integrity, eliminating any faulty coordinates
or empty entities to produce smooth and reliable input data. After that, three class objects
were created describing the grid-based map and the lines of the field (Figure 11b). Overall,
in Figure 11b, the graph to algorithmically calculate the optimal UGV path was generated:
(i) the upper and lower green rectangles refer to headland points denoting the start and end
point of tracks connecting these points; and (ii) the middle red rectangle captures the middle
points in the respective tracks. Obstacle declaration is generally manual; in our case, the
user had to state the location of every entity (i.e., actual obstacle, parked or used machinery,
human). Considering the existing topology map, the nodes belonging to the UGV’s actual
path were colored in blue, while obstacles were indicated in red (Figure 11c). Following
the design stage of all nodes, a dashed blue line connecting these points was produced,
representing the robot vehicle’s actual path to traverse. In Figure 11c, the planned path
overlaid the actual orchard’s layout.
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4.6. System Integration

The final map was inserted into the ROS in the portable gray map (PGM) image format
to navigate the autonomous ground vehicle in the orchard. The file type was encoded
with 8 or 16 bytes per pixel. The ‘costmap_2d’ core package, a part of ROS, was used to
interconnect the generated map with ROS. The input of the package required the creation
of a PGM image file to define the scale of the generated map. Notably, the ‘costmap_2d’
core package uses the vehicle’s dimensions to deliver larger virtual dimensions to obstacles,
thus making more straightforward the UGV’s navigation. In detail, the outline of each
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obstacle was divided into two distinct areas. The first area (touching the actual contour
of the barrier) was defined as a forbidden area, and despite the commands that could be
received, the UGV could not access it. The second area referred to the minimum distance
the UGV can approach. Figure 12 shows the generated map.
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Figure 12. Generated map based on the ‘costmap_2d’ ROS package.

Furthermore, a GPS receiver was adapted to the robotic vehicle and was connected in
series. The KML file of the software was transferred to the UGV receiver to access it from
the software of the robotic vehicle. The Thorvald robotic vehicle had a built-in computer as
its functions were performed through ROS software [32]. Properly adapted ROS software
packages recognize the coordinates in the KML, and the computer gives the corresponding
commands to mobilize the vehicle. In this research, the vehicle’s navigation in the field was
recorded using the data generated by the software (Figure 13).
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5. Navigation Scenarios and Route Planning Results

The route planning algorithm was tested in diverse use-case scenarios with a particular
scope (i.e., to plan the optimal route of a UGV provided a starting and an ending point). The
difference lies in the different initial and final points. Following the adopted methodological
approach, the analysis in each scenario generated four outputs, including:

• A mosaic depicting the navigation path.
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• A topological map illustrating the UGV’s navigation path.
• A graph indexing the optimal path points.

The route planning algorithm produced the optimal path by avoiding crossing the
cultivation lines. The UGV should follow the first line and cross the headlines to the target
point. The integrated UGV sensors enabled in-field navigation safety. In real-world cases,
the vehicle recognizes any obstacles; hence the navigation path can be dynamically changed.
In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, two scenarios are described in more detail.

5.1. Scenario #1

In Scenario #1, the path’s starting point was defined by index 4 and the final point by
index 12, while in the agri-field, an obstacle existed at the point with index 5 (Figure 14). The
algorithm selected the cultivation line on the left to access and traverse the agri-field (the
current –second– cropping line is blocked by an obstacle). Therefore, the third cultivation
line was crossed, and the UGV arrived at the ending point. Figure 14 presents the calculated
path generated by the developed platform. The path consisted of the desired points that
had to be parsed by the automated vehicle.
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Figure 14. Route planning, Scenario #1: (a) initial map; (b) topological grid; (c) graph; and (d) optimal
path plan.
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5.2. Scenario #2

In Scenario #2, the path’s starting point was defined by index 1 and the final point
by index 10, while the agri-field obstacles existed at the points with index 4 and index 5
(Figure 15). The algorithm selected the first cultivation line to access the agri-field (an
obstacle blockeds the second cropping line). Therefore, the first cultivation line was crossed
until the path passed through the third cultivation line, and finally, the UGV arrived at
the destination.
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6. Conclusions

Developments and advancements in the agricultural landscape dictate that automa-
tion of operations (e.g., harvesting) could support farmers in increasing efficiency, farm
productivity, and welfare. However, the direct application of autonomous machinery in
agri-field logistics could be challenging due to varied field orientation issues and random
obstacles between the cultivation lines. In this regard, this research developed an integrated
system that leverages the technical capabilities of a UAV, a UGV, and an FMIS for the
optimal route planning of a ground vehicle in bespoke agri-field layouts while considering
obstacles. The system leveraged mapping and image processing capabilities and routing
algorithms to generate the optimal path for a UGV to navigate across an agri-field between
two indicated points without disruptions.
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6.1. Academic and Practical Implications

This research developed an integrated system for the UAV-supported route planning of
UGVs in semi-deterministic agricultural environments. Our methodology differs from the
case of [13], considering that the algorithm detects the paths on either side of the cultivation
lines through the Hough Transform. Specifically, the developed approach considers and
helps tackle essential issues in automated agricultural operations in orchards, namely noise,
that results in challenges during the agri-field data gathering process. Weather conditions
variability during a crop growing season and changes in the soil geomorphology of the
cultivated plants lead to distortions to the gathered data, thereby challenging the required
operations planning decisions. In addition, a lack of orchards’ care contributes to the
growth of uncultivable plants and the phenomenon of vegetation cover, thus leading to
noisy data.

Based on the literature investigation, our study findings indicate that the application
of machine learning algorithms offers satisfactory noise resistance results but is associated
with high computational costs for model training. In addition, it is required to capture
plenty of agri-field photos to create a data set to avoid overfitting. To this end, our system
applies pattern recognition algorithms and produces satisfactory results at a low computa-
tional cost without requiring large data sets. The applicability of the developed system was
demonstrated in different real-world use-case scenarios.

6.2. Limitations and Future Research

In conducting this research, some limitations are evident that provide interesting
directions for future research. The system could consider more route planning algorithms
for generating truly optimal solutions. For example, in this study the slope of the field and
soil conditions that can affect the path of the ground vehicle were not considered.

In the future, as part of our ongoing research efforts, we aim to enable the real-time
interaction of drones and ground vehicles for mapping and planning purposes. The
synergistic operations of the two types of vehicles can provide flexibility that will allow
addressing complex agri-field layouts and dynamically occurring challenges during opera-
tions. Human-robot synergy can help tackle key agricultural challenges regarding resource
use efficiency and sustainability [33–35], providing promising research avenues.
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